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1 Lifestream concept could be implemented; isn't 

2 that right?

3               MR. AN:  Objection; form.

4               THE WITNESS:  Again, there is a big 

5          difference between a client server 

6          architecture and enterprise management 

7          system, which implies a client server 

8          architecture.  

9               As I said -- I said the client 

10          server architecture was not inconsistent 

11          with our view of this patent.  I didn't 

12          recall that we stated it explicitly.  I 

13          stand by exactly what I said, it's not 

14          inconsistent with this view, but client 

15          server doesn't imply enterprise 

16          information systems.

17 BY MR. CHERENSKY: 

18      Q   Would you agree client server is 

19 disclosed -- client server architecture is 

20 disclosed in your 227 Patent?

21      A   Yes.

22      Q   Okay.  You said there were differences 

23 between the client server architecture and 

24 enterprise management architecture.  What are the 

25 differences between those two concepts, as that 
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1 term "enterprise information management system" 

2 is used in Claim One?

3               MR. AN:  Again, your independent 

4          understanding separate from 

5          communications with counsel.

6               THE WITNESS:  Okay.  My independent 

7          understanding is that an enterprise 

8          information management system, insofar 

9          as it implies a large number of clients 

10          and potentially many servers, and a 

11          potentially dynamic architecture in 

12          which servers, new servers enter and old 

13          ones drop out, new client machines enter 

14          and old ones drop out, and as I say, 

15          there may be many servers, and there may 

16          be many, I should say very many, not 

17          order of ten but order of a hundred, 

18          hundreds or thousands or more, of 

19          clients, implies a completely different 

20          kind of system.  

21               The system -- a system that is 

22          merely an ordinary client server system 

23          for a dozen nodes or a normal sort of 

24          work group environment would break 

25          potentially instantly in an enterprise 
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1          environment and would require a 

2          completely different approach to making 

3          the system work.  

4               I don't think we were in a position 

5          to assert, when we wrote this patent -- 

6          well, we didn't write it -- when the 

7          patent was written under our auspices or 

8          whatever -- I don't think we were in a 

9          position even to assert that it was 

10          possible to have implementation for an 

11          enterprise management system.

12 BY MR. CHERENSKY: 

13      Q   Is an enterprise information management 

14 system a type of client server architecture?

15      A   I am trying -- why does that strike me 

16 as wrong?  Type?  Is it a type -- is an 

17 enterprise management system a type of client 

18 server architecture?  

19          Like -- I don't know -- it's like saying 

20 is a refrigerator a type of freon.  No.  It 

21 includes freon.  I mean an enterprise management 

22 system includes a client server architecture.  

23 But it's a whole apparatus.  It's a big lot of 

24 machinery that is not implied by client server 

25 architecture.
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1      Q   How many -- you said a large number of 

2 clients -- strike that.  

3          You said that a client -- strike that.  

4          You said that enterprise information 

5 management system includes a large number of 

6 clients.  What is the number of clients at which, 

7 in your opinion, the system would have to be 

8 described as an enterprise information management 

9 system rather than a client server architecture?  

10               MR. AN:  Objection: form.  

11               THE WITNESS:  Well, one of the 

12          privileges we have in computer science 

13          is not answering questions like that.  I 

14          mean, there isn't a particular threshold 

15          in it.  

16               But as I said, order of hundreds 

17          rather than order of tens.  I mean, if 

18          there was -- if there were a dozen, it 

19          would not be an enterprise management 

20          system.  If there were 200, it would be.  

21 By MR. CHERENSKY:  

22      Q   Can an enterprise information management 

23 system consist of a single server with a large 

24 number of clients?

25      A   Depends.
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1      Q   So does that mean yes, it can consist of 

2 a single server plus a large number of clients?

3      A   No.  It depends what you mean by a 

4 server.  I may build a multi-computer server, 

5 multi-processor server with 10,000 processors in 

6 it.  Now, whether you call that a server or 

7 10,000 servers depends on your point of view.  

8          The ordinary way -- I mean the natural 

9 way, intuitive way in which I would support many 

10 clients with a single server is by building a 

11 multi-computer, using that as a server.  

12          That being the default high performance 

13 architecture.

14      Q   Are there systems -- are there 

15 enterprise information management systems that 

16 some computer scientists will consider client 

17 server architectures and others would not?

18               MR. AN:  Objection; form.  

19               THE WITNESS:  That some computer 

20          scientists would consider client server 

21          systems.

22 BY MR. CHERENSKY: 

23      Q   Let me withdraw the question and ask, 

24 hopefully, a better one.  

25          So, in the spectrum that has client 
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1 server architectures at one point in the spectrum 

2 and an information system -- an enterprise 

3 information management system at another point in 

4 the spectrum -- 

5      A   It's not a spectrum.  Those are not two 

6 ends.  The enterprise management system is a 

7 client server architecture, with added high 

8 performance parts or with high performance 

9 reimplementations.  So it wouldn't be incorrect 

10 to refer to an enterprise management system as a 

11 of species client service system, but it would be 

12 uninformative.  

13          That wouldn't be the normal way of -- 

14 well, depends on context.  Ordinarily, I wouldn't 

15 speak in those terms.  Maybe in some cases I 

16 would.

17      Q   What are the added high performance 

18 parts or high performance implementation features 

19 that are in an enterprise information management 

20 system but not in a client server architecture?

21               MR. AN:  Objection; form.  

22               THE WITNESS:  Several parts having 

23          to do with scalability and having to do 

24          with a dynamic name space.  

25               Techniques -- when you have an 
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1          enterprise management system with 

2          potentially a large number of clients, 

3          all of those clients are contributing to 

4          a mainstream, which means that there 

5          needs to be a data structure capable of 

6          indexing every word and every document 

7          produced by every client.  

8               Now, techniques that will work for a 

9          period of N months with ten clients will 

10          fail in much less than N months if there 

11          are a hundred clients.  

12               You need different kinds of 

13          implementations to deal with the sheer 

14          volume of stuff generated by large 

15          numbers of users.  

16               There is also the issue of nodes 

17          dropping in and out, in addition to the 

18          nature of the server.  Well, nodes 

19          dropping in and out in an enterprise 

20          management system, I hire somebody new 

21          and I buy them a computer, and I plug it 

22          in.  

23               That computer was unknown to the 

24          system previously.  It's got to make 

25          itself known to the other computers in 
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1          the system and has to identify itself.  

2               It has to establish a tag and fall 

3          in with the communication protocol; the 

4          system has to update its tables.  

5               Likewise, if I throw out some old 

6          computers and buy some new ones because 

7          the enterprise management is large 

8          numbers of people, therefore, more 

9          dynamic -- large numbers of people -- I 

10          should say large numbers of clients.  

11               It's also the case that -- well, 

12          this could be a separate problem or this 

13          could be the same problem, depending how 

14          you look at it.  

15               You need new strategies to deal with 

16          indexing enormous amounts of 

17          information.  

18               Now, this may imply a fundamentally 

19          different approach to the server.  

20               Ordinarily a rational approach would 

21          be to say, I am not going to have a 

22          one-processor server.  I will have a 

23          multi-node or multi-processor or 

24          multi-computer server.  

25               That implies that I need to rewrite 
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1          my code -- I need to rewrite the 

2          program, so instead of running on only 

3          one computer, it runs on a lot of 

4          computers simultaneously.  

5               That brings all sorts of issues 

6          having to do with how great a structure 

7          is set up and how things are identified 

8          and a lot of stuff implied in the move 

9          from conventional small volume server to 

10          multi-computer, multi-node, high volume 

11          server.

12 BY MR. CHERENSKY: 

13      Q   Dr. Gelernter, were you employed at 

14 Mirror Worlds Technologies in 2001?  That's the 

15 date -- the year the 999 Patent was filed?

16      A   I was certainly associated with them.  

17 There was a period in which -- there was a period 

18 in which I was an unpaid associate.  Although, 

19 actually, I think I had a title.  It wasn't a 

20 paying position, but there was a title.  

21          Then there was a period in which I was 

22 paid, with a different title.  I certainly -- I 

23 certainly was associated with them.  And I am 

24 pretty sure that I had a title, that my title was 

25 Chief Scientist.  
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